
SUPPORTER CODE OF CONDUCT

This policy applies to all supporters, parents or guardians of athletes or associates of

Melbourne Cheer Academy. Our club expects that all athletes, coaches and other people

associated with the club shall treat each other with respect and dignity, in an effort to

provide an environment that is cohesive and comfortable for all. This includes positive

and productive communication and interactions between all members of the club online

and in person. We appreciate that our MCA community is highly supportive of our club

and we have minimal conflict, however we have chosen to compile this policy so all

members are on the same page from the outset of the year.

Questions or Concerns

Any queries regarding payments, MCA policies, coaching, or other concerns must be raised

in a timely manner through appropriate channels. This includes phone calls to the office,

or an email to reception@melbournecheeracademy.com. BAND is not an appropriate

channel to contact coaches, athletes or staff with any timely concerns, outside of general

questions. More often than not, any concerns like this can be rectified or explained more

thoroughly and an understanding can be met.

Both digital and in-person communication with MCA staff is expected to be respectful and

courteous, and staff have been trained to disengage with any harassing or otherwise

distressing interactions. The same expectations are held for communication from MCA

staff to athletes, supporters and others. Similarly, we appreciate your support of our club

as a whole on social media and in conversation, and we would ask that you raise any issues

you may have with us directly so they can be addressed and rectified.

Tuition

As a club, we value employing and training highly competent coaches, and any coaching

decisions made regarding team placements, routine composition or choreography are done

with significant consideration towards athlete development and overall team success. We

want every athlete to have the best opportunity possible to succeed, in an appropriate

environment for their age and skill level.

MCA Policies

All of our MCA policies are made available from the outset of enrolment, including those

regarding athlete behaviour, absences, financial terms and term dates. Upon agreeing to

these terms in the enrolment process, you are confirming you have read and understood

these policies, and thus are obligated to uphold these throughout the season. Should you

have any concerns regarding any of these policies, please don't hesitate to contact the

office for clarification.
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Competitions

We ask all MCA athletes and supporters to be encouraging and positive at competitions,

including cheering for all teams, and maintaining a positive attitude no matter what the

outcome of the competition. This extends to respecting all competition and event staff,

and showing them the same respect you would any other member of the MCA staff. The

same goes for all members of other clubs, and teams in the same division. We are all

working towards the same goal, and any negativity or criticism of any athlete, team or

club is unwarranted and will not be tolerated.

Bullying

MCA encourages the early reporting of any allegations of bullying. Where any persons feel

that they are the victim of bullying, they should discuss the matter directly with the

person/people concerned and request an end to the behaviour. Should this approach fail or

be inappropriate, the matter can then be raised with the team coach or the MCA Program

Director. Disciplinary action will be taken against anyone who victimises or retaliates

against a person who has made a complaint.

MCA reserves the right to expel the athletes of any individuals who do not uphold the

terms of this agreement for the safety and comfort of any other MCA members, staff or

associates.
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